British Gymnastics medal success in 2017

Artistic Gymnastics
World Championships, Montreal CAN
Max Whitlock - pommel horse gold
Claudia Fragapane - floor bronze
Nile Wilson - all-around 6th

European Championships, Cluj Napoka ROU
Ellie Downie - all-around gold, floor silver, vault silver, bars bronze
James Hall - all-around bronze
Courtney Tulloch - rings silver

European Youth Olympic Festival, Gyor, HUN
Jamie Lewis - all-around gold, rings gold
Amelie Morgan - beam bronze
Jake Jarman, Pavel Karnejenko, Jamie Lewis - team silver

World Cup of Gymnastics
Amy Tinkler, bronze

Trampoline, Tumbling and DMT Gymnastics

World Championships, Sofia BUL
Kristof Willerton, Greg Townley, Elliott Browne and Kallum Mulhall - tumbling team gold
Yasmin Taite, Lucie Colebeck, Ashleigh Long and Rachel Davies - tumbling team silver
Laura Gallagher, Kat Driscoll, Isabelle Songhurst - trampoline team bronze
Kirsty Way, Phoebe Williams, Kim Beattie and Bethany Williams - DMT team bronze
Luke Strong and Nathan Bailey - synchronized trampoline silver
Elliott Browne - tumbling bronze
Lucie Colebeck - tumbling bronze
World Age Group Competition, Sofia BUL
Ryan Brown - trampoline 11-12 gold
Tyler Cole-Dyer - trampoline 11-12 silver
Andrew Stamp- trampoline 15-16 silver
Ryan Brown & Tyler Cole-Dyer- synchronized trampoline 11-12 gold

Acrobatic Gymnastics

World Games, Wroclaw POL
Conor Savenko, Charlie Tate, Adam Upcott, Lewis Watts- men’s four gold
Lewis Walker and Katherine Williams- mixed pair bronze
Isabel Haigh, Emily Hancock, Ilisha Boardman - women’s group bronze

European Championships, Rzeszov POL
Conor Sawenko, Charlie Tate, Adam Upcott, Lewis Watts- men’s four silver all-around, silver balance, silver dynamic
Lewis Walker and Katherine Williams- all-around bronze, dynamic silver, bronze balance
Isabel Haigh, Emily Hancock, Ilisha Boardman- all-around silver, balance silver
Michael Hill and Jake Phelan - dynamic bronze
Juniors
Callum Portugal-Walker, Kieran Blower - all-around silver, dynamic gold, balance silver
Stephanie Rickets, Toula Raftopolou- all-around silver and dynamic silver
Caitlin Owston, Amelia Palmer, Bethany Macdougal - dynamic bronze
Aidan Lim, Bertie Cardillo-Zallo, Alex Balfe, Alex Papwort - all-around silver, dynamic silver, balance silver

Age Group 12-18
Frazer Windows, Finley Grey – all-around silver
Olivia Procter, Evie Hancock – all-around gold
Jordan Franklin, Ella Hanna Sanz – Mixed Pair- all-around gold
Max Crawford, Daniel Axford, Jakob Robinson, Cameron Patrick-Lothian - all-around bronze
Age Group 11-16:
Andrew Morris Hunt, Archie Collier - all-around silver
Sasha Carpenter, Poppy Yates - all-around gold
Joseph Hill, Cheri Cunningham – all-around silver
Mollie Berry, Trudie Roper, Sumaiya Hines – all-around gold
Bradley Gold, Jack Clegg, Jake, Turner, Harry Watson – all-around gold

World Cup, Belgium
Conor Sawenko, Charlie Tate, Adam Upcott, Lewis Watts - all-around gold

World Cup, Geneva
Paul Dixon, Steven Dixon, Finnian Gavin and Jesse Heskett - all-around gold

Gymnastics for All
3rd World Gymnastics for life Challenge, Vestfold NOR
Astro Eden Club - Gold medal